-----Original Message----From: mmammoliti@myfairpoint.net [mailto:mmammoliti@myfairpoint.net]
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2015 8:01 PM
To: Katie Pickens
Subject: legislation
my name is michael mammoliti,and my wife is brenda Mammoliti we live in
vergennes vt, We have had the worst experience at the state level to correct the
issues here because of this turbine installed here 860 ft from us ,there are still major
problems that need to be put in legislation.
1 ) the distance needs to be further away from houses ,at least 1/4 mile away .
2) If there are too many green energy noises, like more than a number of turbines
,like at the falls here there are 3 ,since there is too much noise as it is , then solar
option might better option in an area where there are too many turbines,there is so
much land in the back here that it is wasting away.
3) the sound standard should be lowered to 4 decibels instead of 10 decibels.
4) when this turbine was put in no impact study was done and now there are
problems with sound ,shadow flicker and glare ,so now there should be legislation to
repair the problems .there should be a law that if there is an issue ,the cost should
come out of the utility company to repair at their expense the sound ,the flicker and
the glare ,and a timeframe should be implemented to do so in a couple of months
and not years ,we filed a complaint 3 years ago and only software has been put in .
the process is too long .
5) More of a voice of the residents should be heard instead of the public good,for the
state ,are we not the public,the part that says that should be removed .More input
from the neibours should be put in .
this tax for carbon credits should be removed from this bill ,of any other bill.our
energy cost should be lowered.
6 ) property values should be considered in this bill,because we have lost the use
of our house.
7)wetlands should be considered as an option to energy generation.
8)there should studies done before anything is done and if no study was done then
the energy generation should be taken out.

